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Sudbury Cyclists Union – the SCU 

Sunday, April 29, 2012 @ 1 pm 

MEETING MINUTES – Rev 0 

Present: D. Barrette, C. Carriere, A. Cousineau, D. Dubois, J. Evans, D. Hickey, R. Niemela, J. Thibeault, 

K. Roy, P. Seto, D. Sylvestre 

 

ITEM ACTION 

1. Visit to Toronto Cyclists Union 

• R. Niemela reported on the results of discussions with the 

Toronto Cyclists Union. Three members of the SCU visited with 

the TCU (notes attached).  

• There was interest in pursuing a visioning session to determine 

short, medium and long-term goals for the SCU.  

• Members attending the meeting also supported the idea of 

becoming incorporated in order to apply for grants. D. Hickey 

works in a lawyers’ office and her mother is also a lawyer; she 

indicated that there would be a possibility of getting 

incorporation done fairly cheaply. 

 

 

• D. Dubois will contact 

C. Nixon in order to 

explore Chris’ leading a 

visioning session in the 

fall 

• D. Hickey to look into 

incorporation costs and 

process 

2. Ward 8 CAN Earth Day Event 

• R. Niemela reported on the Ward 8 CAN Earth Day cleanup and 

BBQ. She and P. Seto attended. There were some good 

networking opportunities. The Ward is suggesting buying a 

mobile sign that could cycle through various messages, and 

that could be placed in a variety of locations in the ward. The 

SCU may have opportunities to get messages posted on the 

sign. R. Niemela also talked with Amanda Pride who is the CAN 

Communications Director, and who works for Eastlink. She is 

willing to do a workshop with members of the SCU on how to 

communicate with the local media so they use our press 

releases; there is interest in doing this. 

• R. Niemela will 

organize a 

communications 

workshop with A. Pride 

and will continue to 

liaise with the Ward 8 

CAN. 

3. Promotional material 

• R. Niemela circulated the sports pinny she purchased at 

Skaters Edge. There is interest in acquiring some for rides and 

events. 

• R. Niemela circulated the promotional material that was 

provided by the TCU. There is interest in developing a Sudbury-

specific cycling map and cycling guide. 

• R. Niemela mentioned that P. Paradis was in the process of 

printing some proposed pamphlet proofs. 

• R. Niemela demonstrated the Hero2 Pro video camera she 

purchased and indicated that she would be willing to share the 

camera with SCU members who want to document cycling 

trips. 

• R. Niemela and J. Evans 

to explore developing a 

Sudbury cycling guide. 

• R. Niemela will 

investigate getting 

some pinnies. 

• R. Niemela to follow up 

on pamphlets and 

business cards for the 

next meeting. 
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Notes from the Sudbury Cyclists Union visit to the Toronto Cyclists Union 

Visit on April 19 and 20, 2012 

 

Present: 

SCU: Rachelle Niemela, Kim Roy, Jason Thibeault 

TCU: Andrea Garcia, Director of Advocacy and Operations, Jared Kolb, Director of Membership and 

Outreach 

 

- The TCU was founded in 2008, with 6 volunteers spending much of 2007 preparing to get the 

TCU off the ground. The volunteers worked many hours for the whole of 2007 getting things laid 

out, then an official “launch” was done in 2008. 

- It was incorporated from day 1. 

- Dave Meslin was the driving force behind the TCU; he received a grant to travel to various sites 

like Portland, San Francisco, New York and other cities to investigate their implementations of 

cycling organizations 

- Their model was a membership-based model. 8 “lifetime founding members” paid $500, and 30 

“founding members” paid $100-$125 in order to infuse some money into getting the 

organization going 

- They have a board of directors with 15 members, of which 4-5 are replaced every year (this is a 

coming rotation board model). The initial board consisted of 8 volunteers. 

- They currently have 3 tiers of memberships: “friend” at $30, “sustainer” at $75, and “patron” at 

$150. 

- Memberships include discounts at 28 different retailers, of which 10 are bike shops. Most 

discounts are in the 5% to 10% range.  

- There are two paid staff (Andy and Jared) 

- They have a monthly newsletter and are very active on twitter and facebook. Their newsletter is 

a priority and is seen as a most important for membership retention. 

- Some of their current campaigns include: 

o Streetsmarts: cycle safety discussions with cyclists 

o Tuneup Tuesday: free cycling safety tests rotating in the GTA area. Note, for legal 

liability purposes, use “tuneup” vs “safety checks”. The words “safety checks” imply that 

the bicycle is now safe because of the work done, and brings more liability than the 

word “tuneup”. 

o They do their campaigns with storefront partners, typically bike shops 

o Coldest day of the year ride was very successful this year 

o May 28th is bike to work day (typically the last Monday of May). There is a group 

commute, a ride to city hall at 7 am, and a sponsored breakfast. The mayor gives a 

speech. There is a stage, and vendor booths. The day initiates the start of “bike month”. 

o They are working on another bike to work activity in September, where cyclists will 

register as teams. 

o They have ward advocacy groups, that meet on a regular basis to get input from the 

cyclists in that ward. 

- Jared was also instrumental in getting the Halifax Cycling Union going. They have a different 

model of membership with a 3-year membership costing $5. They also have 10 volunteer board 

of directors, with no paid staff. He recommends we contact them to discuss their experiences. 

- In 2011, the revenues for the TCU were approx. %50 membership fees and 50% grants. There is 

a very small % of donations as well. The grants will run out next year. Grants came from the 
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Trilliam Foundation (capacity building grants), but Andrea thinks they have been phased out by 

the Foundation. 

- In 2011, they spent $20,000 in campaigns to generate membership fees, which accounted for 

approx $70,000. The $20,000 is higher than typical, because they spent a lot on mailouts for 

new member cards. 

- They have 2200 paying members. 

- Their primary focus is advocacy and membership. Other organizations in Toronto do training, 

education, etc., so they feel that they need to concentrate on their special niche. 

- Advocacy role: 

o Work with city staff, councillors, other groups, media 

o The focus is to build bridges with other organizations 

o They have a good relationship with the city. No real relationship with the police. 

- Membership role: 

o Build membership. A lot of emphasis on their monthly newsletter 

- Recommendations: 

o Clarify SCU roles, focus 

o Perhaps have a vision exercise with a facilitator who is not a member; this helps in 

keeping the exercise on track, giving all participants a neutral environment in which to 

participate. 

o Establish clear, specific and timebound goals; include short, medium, and long-term 

goals. 

o Investigate incorporation: it is only a few hundred dollars to do so; a lawyer may do it 

for us pro bono 

 

Notes from previous 1-hour conversation with Andrea over the phone: 

 

- Initial years’ campaigns were reactive rather than proactive (i.e. advocacy when road 

construction projects came up). The last 3 years have been more proactive. 

- Most  events were “sponsored” by bike shops who provided a mechanic’s time 

- After 1 1/2 years, they started receiving sponsorships (money) from businesses 

- It took 4 years to get business memberships 

- Business Members – get logos on their website, in newsletters, right of first refusal to sponsor 

events 

- Good roads campaign: asked TCU members to report bad roads to the city, and included saying 

that they were members of the TCU and doing the report as part of the campaign. They initiated 

this without talking to the city (“just did it”), but then needed a freedom of information act 

request to get reports 

- Get lit campaign: each bike shop donated 100 light sets; they manned 1 site a week for 4 weeks; 

“location partners” helped let TCU use sidewalk space in front of their shops 

- Bike to work day campaign: The city of Toronto runs this activity; currently pretty weak; the TCU 

wants to develop one in September, perhaps with a competition of some sorts with a winner at 

the end 

- Thank you cards campaign: handed out “thank you” business card-style cards to motorists who 

were polite and considerate of cyclists. When a cyclists saw a good motorists, if he/she was able, 

would give them a card 

- Check out the “Alliance for biking and walking”. They specialize in running campaigns. Andy to 

send us the info (this was done). 


